
Python in the VE

VE Scripts – working with constructions

In this example we navigate VECdb, VECdbConstruction, VECdbLayer and VECdbMaterial and get construction 
data via methods from these APIs. We use a DICT to organise the data we extract because DICT keys make sure 
we store what the values  mean and give us an elegant way to access specific data. We also utilise DICTs to 
specify changes we make using SET methods.

We use GET and SET methods to  access VE construction data. To use them you need to navigate the API 
hierarchy. The GET methods typically return data in  DICT form, often nested, which we need to be able to 
access. Using DICTs is also  a good way of organis ing data that we GET from the VE.

Why? 

What?

Sample output:

We reuse a function from the room 
data example so we import the 
module (the file saved in the same 
folder)

We create an empty DICT and assign 
it to a variable; we will populate the 
DICT in the subsequent loop

We check that the body is a room; it 
means  users  can include any body 
type in the parameter, but we handle 
it so the code is resilient

We use the VEBody method 
get_room_data() to get a 
VERoomData object. We then call a 
VERoomData  method to get general 
data

We use the VEBody method 
get_assigned_constructions() to get a 
list of construction I Ds

We get the model Cdb database, then 
all the projects in the database. There 
are three projects in the returned 
DICT, we want the one with the key 
project enum. A list is returned with 
one entry so we select the firs t item 
in this list

We use if __name__ == '__main__': 
to test the code

We call the room_names function; 
note we use module.function_name

We loop through all assigned 
construction IDs; using the ID (the 
first item in the tuple) we get the 
construction object, then using 
VECdbConstruction API  methods we 
access the construction data we want

We handle differences between 
opaque & glazed datasets.  We set g 
to 0.0 for opaque constructions as  
None will raise an error 

We add a new key & value for each 
construction (which is also a DICT) to 
the construction list DICT (for one 
room)

We add a new key & value for each 
room to create the final nested DICT

We get the model Cdb database … 
etc. as above

When drilling down into the data 
structure it is easy to get lost; do it a 
step at a time and use print 
statements to check what is 
happening at each step – the objects 
and what the DICTs contain

We use the VECdbProject API to get a 
construction object then use the 
VECdbConstruction API  to access it’s 
properties to check it’s category with 
the type parameter. As with other 
example functions we can pass  in any 
list of IDs, but we check for the type 
we intend to change so it is resilient

We use a VECdbConstruction API 
method to make the changes we 
want and pass  in a DICT of those 
changes

This example is similar to the room 
data example, although we are using 
different APIs to access constructions, 
layers and materials

This function operates on opaque 
constructions only (see line 137) as it 
revises material insulation layers

We get the model Cdb database … 
etc. as above

We use the VECdbProject API to get a 
construction object … etc. as above

We check the category matches the 
specified type; we will only change 
constructions with this category

We use a VECdbConstruction method 
to a list of layer objects

We use a VECdbLayer method to get 
a material object

We use a VECdbMaterial method to  
get material properties

We check the material is of category 
insulation; if it is we use set methods 
(at layer and material levels) to make 
the revisions

We skip the layer if it is a cavity

We get the selected bodies ( 
parameter is set to  True)

For the selected bodies we compile a 
list of assigned construction IDs

Using the room_con structions 
function we G ET the constructions 
data for the selected bodies

Using the list of room names as a key 
we print all the data in the nested DICT

Using room name & construction 
reference keys we loop through the 
constructions in every room; using 
the category key we check if it is a 
wall and using the u_value key print 
the wall U value data

We create a DICT of the changes  we 
want to make; we also define the 
type parameter with an enum

We call the SET function and pass in 
the parameters 

We print out the wall U value data 
again to see the changes

We create DICTs  of the changes we 
want to make; we also define the 
type parameter with an enum

We call the SET function and pass in 
the parameters 

We print out the wall U value data 
again to see the changes
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